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Abstract 
Hoang, C.T., F. Maffray and M. Preissmann, New properties of perfectly orderable graphs and 
strongly perfect graphs, Discrete Mathematics 98 (1991) 161-174. 
We establish a property of minimal nonperfectly orderable graphs, and use this property to 
generate a class of perfectly orderable graphs which strictly contains all brittle graphs. This 
class is characterized by the existence, in each induced subgraph, of a vertex which is either the 
endpoint of no Ps, or the midpoint of no P4, or the mid-point of exactly one P4 and the 
endpoint of exactly one P4. As a consequence, we show that the number of P4’s in a minimal 
nonperfectly orderable graph is at least in, where n is the number of vertices of the graph. 
Similar results are obtained for strongly perfect graphs. 
1. Introduction 
A classical problem in graph theory is to find a colouring of the vertices of a 
graph, using as few colours as possible, such that no two adjacent vertices receive 
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the same colour. A natural way of colouring the vertices of a graph G is to 
impose a linear order < on the set of vertices of G and then to scan the vertices in 
this order, assigning to each vertex x the smallest positive integer which is not 
assigned to any neighbour y of x with y <x. This procedure is called the greedy 
algorithm and usually does not produce an optimal colouring (i.e., a colouring 
using the smallest possible number of colours). 
For an ordered graph (G, <), the order < is called perfect [3] if, for each 
induced ordered subgraph (H, <), the greedy algorithm produces an optimal 
colouring of H. Graphs which admit a perfect order are called perfectly order-able. 
An induced subgraph with four vertices a, b, c, d and three edges [a, b], [b, c], 
[c, d] is called a P4 and is denoted by abed; a and d are called the endpoints of the 
P4, while b and c are its midpoints. It is easy to see that a perfectly ordered graph 
(G, <) cannot contain a P4 ubcd with a < b and d < c; such an ordered P4 is called 
an obstruction. Chvatal [3] showed that the converse is true: an order without 
obstruction is perfect. 
The problem of characterizing perfectly orderable graphs by minimal forbidden 
configurations arises naturally, but appears to be very difficult. Such minimal 
forbidden configurations (i.e., graphs which are not perfectly orderable and 
whose all proper induced subgraphs are) are called minimal nonperfectly 
orderuble (in short, MNPO). In section 2, we establish some new properties of 
MNPO graphs. In section 3, we obtain similar properties for minimally 
nonstrongly perfect graphs. In section 4, we discuss open problems arising from 
our results. 
2. Minimal nonperfectly orderable graphs 
A vertex of a graph G is called no-mid (respectively, no-end) if it is not a 
midpoint (respectively, an endpoint) of any P4 in G. These notions were 
introduced by Chvatal in 1983. 
Proposition 2.1 (Chvatal [2]). An MNPO graph does not have a no-mid vertex. 
Proof. Let G be an MNPO graph with n vertices, and assume that G has no-mid 
vertex x. Since G is minimal, the induced subgraph G -x admits a perfect 
ordering x1 <. . . <_x,__~ of its vertex-set V(G) - {x}. Now the ordering x1 < 
. . . <x,-~ <x is perfect. Indeed, if there exists an obstruction, then clearly it 
must contain x. However x cannot be the endpoint of an obstruction (since x is 
the last vertex in the ordering), and x cannot be the midpoint of an obstruction, 
because x is no-mid. 0 
Proposition 2.2 (Chvatal [2]). An MNPO graph does not have a no-end vertex. 
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Proof. Let G be an MNPO graph with n vertices, and assume that G has a 
no-end vertex y. Since G is minimal, the induced subgraph G - y admits a perfect 
ordering y, < * * .<Y,_~. Now y<yl<.. . < y,_, is a perfect ordering of G. 
Indeed, if there exists an obstruction then it must contain y. However y cannot be 
the midpoint of an obstruction (since y is the first vertex in the ordering), and y 
cannot be the endpoint of an obstruction because it is no-end. 0 
For any nonnegative integer k, we call a vertex k-mid (respectively k-end) if it 
is midpoint (respectively endpoint) of at most k PA’s of G. In view of the 
preceding two propositions, one may wonder whether there exists a positive 
integer k such that similar results can be obtained for k-mid or k-end vertices. 
For k = 2, one can immediately notice that the chordless cycle with five vertices 
has the property that every vertex is 2-end and 2-mid, and yet is MNPO. 
Furthermore, for k = 1, we show in Fig. 1 an MNPO graph containing a l-mid 
vertex, and also containing a l-end vertex. Therefore, we cannot obtain the 
analogue of Proposition 2.1 (respectively, Proposition 2.2) for a l-mid vertex 
(respectively, a l-end vertex). However we will show that an MNPO graph 
cannot contain a vertex which is l-mid and l-end. 
Theorem 2.3. An MNPO graph does not have a vertex which is l-mid and l-end. 
Theorem 2.3 is in fact a consequence of a much more general property of 
MNPO graphs, as follows. 
Theorem 2.4. Let G be a graph and x be a vertex of G satisfying the following two 
properties : 
(i) there exists a nonneighbour y of x such that x is no-mid in G - y; 
(ii) there exists a neighbour z of x such that x is no-end in G - z. 
Then G is not MNPO. 
It is clear that Theorem 2.3 is a consequence of Theorem 2.4. Throughout the 
proof of Theorem 2.4, we will use the following well-known proposition. A set is 
called big if it contains at least two elements. A homogeneous set of a graph G is a 
big set H of vertices of G such that H does not contain all vertices of G, and 
every vertex outside H is adjacent either to all or to none of the vertices of H. 
Note that a set is homogeneous in a graph if and only if it is homogeneous in the 
complement. 
Fig. 1. An MNPO graph. Vertex x is l-mid; vertex y is l-end 
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Proposition 2.5. An MNPO graph has no homogeneous set. 
Proof of Proposition 2.5. Let G be an MNPO graph with n vertices, and assume 
that H is a homogenous set of G, with (H] = h. Let y E H. Since G is minimal, the 
proper induced subgraph G - (H - {y}) admits a perfect ordering xi <x2 < 
. ..<x~_~<x~=~<x~+~<...<x~_~+~ of its vertices. Similarly, the proper 
subgraph induced by H admits a perfect ordering y, <y2 < . . . < y,, of its vertices. 
It is not difficult to check that ~~<...<x~-,<y,<y~<...<y~<x~+~<...< 
x,_~+~ is a perfect ordering of G. 0 
Before giving the proof of Theorem 2.4, we introduce some notation. Let G be 
a graph. Then G denotes the complement of G. Let A be a subset of vertices of 
G, the subgraph of G induced by A will be denoted by G[A]. For any vertex u of 
G, we denote by N(u) the neighbourhood of u (the set of vertices adjacent to u) 
and by N’(u) = V - (N(u) U {u}) its nonneighbourhood. 
It will be convenient to deal with orientation instead of order. Each perfectly 
ordered graph (G, <) corresponds to an acyclic orientation G of its edges such 
that, for any P4 abed, the arcs ab and dc are not both in G (the edge [x, y] is 
oriented from x to y if x < y, and the resulting arc is denoted by xy); such an 
orientation is called a perfect orientation. Note that the first vertex y of an 
ordering is a source, i.e., a vertex with no incoming arc; and the last vertex x of 
an ordering is a sink, i.e., a vertex with no outgoing arc, in the corresponding 
orientation of G. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Suppose that G = (V, E) is an MNPO graph and x is a 
vertex of G satisfying the properties of Theorem 2.4. By Propositions 2.1, 2.2, 
and 2.5, we may assume that G has no vertex which is no-mid or no-end, and no 
homogeneous set. 
We first claim that: 
Every big component of G[N(x)] is homogeneous in G - y. (I) 
Suppose that (1) does not hold. Then there exist a big component B of 
G[N(x)] and a vertex u in G - y - B that is adjacent to a vertex of B and 
non-adjacent to another vertex of B. Since B is connected in G‘, we can find 
vertices b and b’ in B such that [u, b] E E and [u, b’], [b, b’] 4 E. Clearly 
u $ N(x) U {x}, for otherwise it would be adjacent to all vertices of B. Then 
ubxb’ is a P4 of G which violates condition (i) of the theorem, a contradiction. 
In the subgraph of G induced by N(x), let B,, . . . , B,, be the big connected 
components and Q be the union of all components of size 1. We obtain a 
partition B1, . . . , B,,, Q, of N(x). It is clear from the definition that all edges 
between any two sets of this partition are in G, and that Q is a clique of G. We 
observe that p > 0 for otherwise x is clearly no-mid (since N(x) is a clique), a 
contradiction to Proposition 2.1. 
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Let B,! = Bj f~ N(y) and B: = Bi - N(y) (i = 1, . . . , p). Then: 
Blf0 and B:‘#0. (2) 
To verify this, simply note that if either BI or BI’ is empty then, by (l), Bj is a 
homogeneous set of G, a contradiction to Proposition 2.5. 
Since z plays in G the same role with respect to x as y does in G, any big 
component of G[N’(x)] is homogeneous in G - z, and therefore: 
Every big component of G[N’(x)] is homogeneous in G - z. (3) 
Let T be the set of vertices of N’(x) - {y} that have a neighbour in 
BIU.- - U B,, and let R = N’(x) - T - {y}. We note that: 
G has no edge [r, t] with r E R and t E T, (4) 
for otherwise rtb’x and rtb’x are two Pa’s contradicting condition (ii), where b’ 
and b” are two distinct vertices in some Bi c N(t) (such an i exists by the 
definition of T and by (1)). We shall distinguish among three cases. 
Case 1: y has a neighbour in R. 
Let r be a vertex of N(y) n R. Let bl be any vertex in BI (1~ i s p). We see 
that ryblx is a P4 and so by condition (ii) we have bl = z, and thus p = 1 and 
B; = {z}. Consequently, all vertices of T are adjacent to all vertices of B,. 
We now observe that there is no neighbour v of y in T, for otherwise xb”vy 
(where b” E By) and xzyr would be two P4’s contradicting condition (ii). From the 
preceding observation and from (4), we can deduce that any big component C of 
N’(x) lies entirely in either T or R U {y}. We know that C is homogeneous in 
G - z. If C & T, then C s N(z) and thus is homogeneous in G. If C s R U {y } 
and C $ y, then C tl N(z) = 0, and so C is homogeneous in G. We conclude that 
G[N’(x)] has only one big component C,, with y E C,,. 
Let q E Q, and c E C,. If c E N(q), then by (3) we have C, c N(q). It follows 
that N’(q) E T U R - C,, and thus N’(q) is a stable set. Thus q is no-end, a 
contradiction. So we have N(c) fl Q = 0 for all c E C,. 
Now we consider a perfect orientation (V - {x}, A) of G - X, with arc-set A. 
This perfect orientation exists by our assumption that G is minimal nonperfectly 
orderable. Note that the PA’s containing x are of the type b”xyz for 6” E By - N(z) 
or xzyr for r E N(y) fl R. 
If zy EA, then G = (V, A U {a( uf N(x)}) is a perfect orientation of G (in 
other words, we make x a sink in G). Indeed, every P4 that contains x as a 
midpoint must contain the edge [y, z], hence this P4 cannot induce an obstruction 
of G; and every P4 that has x as an endpoint does not induce an obstruction 
because x is a sink. So G has no obstruction. 
If yr EA for all r E N(y) fl R, then G = (V, A U {xul u E N(x)}) (we make x a 
source in G) is clearly a perfect orientation of G. 
Now we may assume that yz E A and ry E A for some r E N(y) fl R. Let s be a 
vertex in N(z) - {x, y}, so s E By U Q U T. It follows from preceding remarks that 
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s $ N(y) U N(r). The P4 ryzs and the arc ry imply the existence of the arc zs in A, 
for otherwise there would be an obstruction in (V - {x}, A). Now, we shall show 
that G = (V, A U {zx} U { xu u E N(x), u f z}) is a perfect orientation of G. It is ( 
easy to verify that the orientation of the edges incident to x yields no obstruction. 
Suppose there is a directed cycle in G‘; necessarily this cycle must contain x, and 
thus z (because zx is the only arc pointing to x), and thus also y (because yz is the 
only arc pointing to z). But there is no cycle containing x and y because x and y 
lie in different components of G - z. Therefore G is acyclic. 
Case 2: y has no neighbour in R and has a neighbour in T. 
Let C, be the (big) component of G[N’(x)] containing y. Note that each 
component of G[N’(x) - {y}] I’ ies entirely in T or in R, and so C, c_ T U { y }. Let 
t be any vertex in C, - {y}. Let i be any subscript such that B, E N(t), let bj’ be 
any vertex in B:‘. Note that bj’ is not adjacent to y. By (3) we have z = by, and 
consequently B:’ = {z}, and thus there is just one such i. We may assume without 
loss of generality that i = 1. Now, if p > 1, then, any bi in B; is adjacent to y and 
to no other vertex in C,,; this is a contradiction to (3). So we have p = 1. 
Let C be any big component of G[R U T - C,,]. We know that C is 
homogeneous in G - z. If C E R, then z has no neighbour in C, and so C is 
homogeneous in G, a contradiction; if C E T - C, then either C is homogeneous 
in G, or there are adjacent vertices U, u of C such that z is adjacent to u and 
non-adjacent to V; but then, for any vertex b in B, - {z}, xbuv is a P4 
contradicting the uniqueness of z. It follows that R U T - C, is a stable set of G. 
Now if R has an element r, then r is no-mid (because N(r) is a clique, included in 
Q), a contradiction. Therefore R = 0. 
Let q be a vertex in Q. If q has a neighbour in C,,, then by (3) we have 
C, c N(q). It follows that the non-neighbours of q form a stable set (included in 
T - C,), and thus q is no-end, a contradiction. We conclude that there is no edge 
between Q and C,,. 
Let (V - {x}, A) be a perfect orientation of G -x. Note that the P4’s of G 
containing x are of the type zxb’y for all b’ E B; - N(z), or xzcy for all 
c EN(Y) i-l c,. 
If b’y is an arc of A for every b’ E B; -N(z), then it is a routine matter to 
verify that (V, A U { ux 1 u E N(x)}) is a perfect orientation of G, a contradiction. 
If cy is an arc of A for all c E N(y) fl C,, then it is a routine matter to verify 
that (V, A U {xu( u E N(x)}) is a perfect orientation of G, a contradiction. 
We may thus assume that there is an arc yb’ of A for some b’ E B; - N(z), and 
an arc yc for some c E C,. If there exists a vertex v E Q U T - C,,, then one of the 
P4’s yb’vz or yczv is an obstruction of (V - {x}, A), a contradiction. So 
Q U T - C,, is empty. 
Let C be the set of all vertices c of C, such that yc E A. Let F = {yc] yc E 
A, c E C} and F-’ = {cyl yc E F}. Let A’ = (A -F) U F-‘. We claim that (V - 
{x}, A’) has no obstruction. To verify this claim, observe that an obstruction of 
A’ must be of the type C~YC~C~ with cl, c2, c3 E C, and ci y, c3c2 E A’ (note that 
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c3c2 E A). Since (V - {x}, A) cannot contain this obstruction, it must be that 
cly E F-’ and so yci E A. Then in (V - {x}, A), one of the P4’s yb’c3z or yc,zc3 
is an obstruction, a contradiction. 
Let D = {bcl bc EA, b E B,, CEC,,-{y}} and D-‘={cbIbc~D}. Let A”= 
(A’ - D) U D-‘. It is easy to see that (V - {x}, A”) has no obstruction, because 
thereisnoP,ofthetypecbuuwithceC,,-{y} andbeg,. If(V-{x},A”)has 
a directed cycle then this cycle lies entirely in C,, - {y} or B, U {y}; in either 
case, it is a directed cycle of (V - {x}, A), a contradiction. Hence the orientation 
(V - {x}, A”) is perfect. Now it is a routine matter to verify that (V, A” U 
{xbl b E B,}) is a perfect orientation of G. 
Case 3: y has no neighbour in R U T. 
In this case notice that N(y) E N(x). Therefore Case 3 is settled by the 
following Theorem 2.6, in which the existence of the vertex z is immaterial. 
Theorem 2.6. An MNPO graph G does not contain two non-adjacent vertices x, y 
such that x is no-mid in G - y and N(y) c N(x). 
Proof of Theorem 2.6. The proof begins in the same manner as that of Theorem 
2.4. We use the same notation and also note that (1) and (2) still hold. We shall 
not rely on (3) and (4). 
Let (V - {x}, A) be a perfect orientation of G -x. Note that all the P4’s 
containing x as a midpoint are of the type blxbiy where b] E B] and b:‘rz Bi! Call a 
set Bi bad if there exist non-adjacent vertices bi, bfrespectively in B,! and &such 
that ybi is an arc of A. 
If there is no bad set Bi then (V, A U {m ) u E N(x)}) is a perfect orientation of 
G, a contradiction. If there are two bad sets Bi, Bj then, by definition, there are 
vertices bi, b:E Bi and bi, b;E Bj such that [bl, by], [b,f, b,!‘], [y, b:], [y, by] $ E 
and ybi, yb,f EA; now either the P4 ybjbj%; or the P4 yb,!b:‘b,rl induces an 
obstruction in (V - {x}, A), a contradiction. So there is just one bad set Bi, and 
without loss of generality we may assume that i = 1. Recall that yb; E A. 
Define F = {bcl bc EA, b E (I?, U {y}), c E V - (I?, U {y})}, F-’ = {cbl bc E 
F}, and A’ = (A - F) U F-l. It is clear that (V - {x}, A’) has no directed cycle. 
We claim that (V - {x}, A’) has no obstruction. Assume the contrary, let abed be 
a P4 with ab, dc E A’. Since (V - {x}, A) has no obstruction, we may suppose 
thataeV-({x}UBIU{y})andbEB,U{y}. ThusaeQUB,U...UB,UT. 
Assume first that a E Q. We have N(y) c_ N(x) E N(a) U {a}; it follows that 
c, d E N’(x) and c fy, b fy; but then yb;cd is an obstruction in (V - {x}, A), a 
contradiction. Thus a $ Q. 
NOW assume that aeBj with j>l. If b=y then C~Bj and SO d~Bj by (1); 
sincedcEA and(V-{x},A)h as no obstruction, we know that ya E A; but then 
Bj is bad (because of a and d), a contradiction. 
So, we have b E B1. Then d E N’(x) (since d is not adjacent to a and b); 
therefore c # y. It follows that c E T U Bj. By definition of A’, we know that d #y 
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for otherwise abed is not an obstruction. If c E T, then ybicd is an obstruction of 
(V - {x}, A), a contradiction. Now c E Bj; but then Bj is not homogeneous in 
G - y contradicting (1). Thus a $ B2 U . * * U B,. 
Finally, assume that a E T. In this case we have b E B1. By (1) we have 
c, deBi, and it follows that d E N’(x). So c #y, otherwise d E N(x), a 
contradiction. If c E T then ybicd is an obstruction of (V - {x}, A), a contradic- 
tion. So we have c E (N(x) - B,). Then we know that d #y by definition of A’ 
and our assumption that abed is an obstruction. Hence d E T. Consider two 
vertices bi, b;le B1 such that yb; EA and [y, by], [bl, b;‘j $ E. By (l), a and c are 
adjacent to all vertices of B1 and d is adjacent to no vertex of B,. Now, in 
(V - {x}, A), either the P4 ybiab;’ or the P4 ab;‘cd forms an obstruction, a 
contradiction. 
The conclusion of the preceding three paragraphs is that the P4 abed cannot 
induce an obstruction, and consequently (V - {x}, A’) is a perfect orientation of 
G-x. 
Now, (V - {x}, A’) h as no obstruction. Let A” = A’ U {CLX( u E N(x) - B,} U 
{xbl b E B,}). We claim that (V, A”) is a perfect orientation of G. Suppose that 
(V, A”) has an obstruction. Clearly this obstruction must contain X. Note that any 
P4 containing x as a midpoint must be of the form bxb’y with b, b’ E Bi, and so 
such a P4 cannot form an obstruction (if i = 1 then xb E A”, whereas if i > 1 then 
b’y E A”). So any obstruction of (V, A”) must be of the form xuvw with V, w # y 
(by the assumption that N(y) c N(x)), and u E B, (by the definition of A”). But 
then ybivw is an obstruction of (V - {x}, A), a contradiction. Now suppose that 
(V, A”) has a directed cycle. Then this cycle must contain vertices U, x, b with 
u E N(x) - B,, b E B1, ux, xb E A”; but then the existence of the arc ub implies 
that there is a shorter directed cycle in (V - {x}, A’), a contradiction. 0 
So Case 3 of Theorem 2.4 is settled, and the theorem is proved. 0 
Call two vertices x, y comparable if N(x) s N(y) U {y}. One may wonder 
whether Theorem 2.6 remains true when the condition that x is no-mid in G - y is 
removed, in other words whether an MNPO graph cannot contain two com- 
parable vertices x, y. The graph shown in Fig. 1 (respectively, Fig. 2) is a 
counterexample for the case where x is non-adjacent (respectively, adjacent) to y. 
x 
Fig. 2. An MNPO graph with adjacent comparable vertices x, y. 
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Remark. Let (H, <) be a perfectly ordered graph, and let G be the graph 
obtained from H by adding a vertex x such that G and x satisfy the hypotheses of 
either Theorem 2.4 or Theorem 2.6. Implicit in the proofs of the two theorems is 
a polynomial algorithm to construct a perfect order on G. 
Chvatal [2] defined a brittle graph to be a graph G such that each induced 
subgraph of G has a no-mid or a no-end vertex. Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 imply 
that brittle graphs are perfectly orderable. Theorem 2.4 allows us to define a 
larger class of perfectly orderable graphs: call a graph G semi-brittle if each 
induced subgraph of G contains a vertex x that is no-mid, or no-end, or satisfies 
the conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.4, or satisfies the condition of Theorem 
2.6. It follows clearly from the definition that every brittle graph is semi-brittle, 
and from the preceding remark that we can find a perfect orientation of a 
semi-brittle graph in polynomial time. We show with the following example that 
the class of semi-brittle graphs strictly contains the class of brittle graphs. Take 
two disjoint copies Hi, H2 of the complement of a chordless path with six 
vertices, together with a P4 abed disjoint from HI and H2; add all edges between a 
and HI, and between d and Hz. The resulting graph is semi-brittle but not brittle. 
It is easy to see that semi-brittle graphs can be recognized in polynomial time. 
Recently, Middendorf and Pfeiffer [5] proved that recognizing perfectly orderable 
graphs is a NP-complete problem. 
3. Minimal nonstrongly perfect graphs 
A stable set S of a graph G is called strong if S meets all maximal cliques of G. 
Berge and Duchet [l] called a graph G strongly perfect if each induced subgraph 
H of G has a strong stable set. Chvatal [3] proved that every perfectly orderable 
graph is strongly perfect. Call a graph G minimal nonstrongly perfect (MNSP for 
short) if G is not strongly perfect but any proper induced subgraph of G is. 
The following analogues of propositions 2.1, 2.2, and 2.5 are known. 
Proposition 3.1 [6]. An MNSP graph does not have a no-mid vertex. 
Proposition 3.2 [6]. An MNSP graph does not have a no-end vertex. 
Proposition 3.3 [4,7]. An MNSP graph has no homogeneous set. 
Using these propositions, we are going to prove the following analogue of 
Theorem 2.4. 
Theorem 3.4. Let G be a graph and x be a vertex of G satisfying the following two 
properties : 
(i) there exists a nonneighbour y of x such that x is no-mid in G - y; 
(ii) there exists a neighbour z of x such that x is no-end in G - z. 
Then G is not MNSP. 
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Clearly, Theorem 3.4 implies the following analogue of Theorem 2.3. 
Theorem 3.5. An MNSP graph does not have a vertex which is l-mid and l-end. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Let G = (V, E) be an MNSP graph and let x be a vertex 
satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 3.4. As in the proof of Theorem 2.4, we 
define the partition Br, . . . , BP, Q of the neighbourhood N(x) of x and the 
partition R, T of N’(x) - {y}. Also define B,f, B: as before. Using Propositions 
3.1, 3.2, 3.3, it is easy to see that properties (l)-(4) hold. 
Since G is MNSP, G -x has a strong stable set S. If S U {x} is stable then it 
forms a strong stable set of G, a contradiction. Thus we may assume that 
S II N(x) contains at least one element s. Also we may assume that S does not 
meet all maximal cliques of G. Let K be a maximal clique of G such that 
K n S = 0. Clearly x E K, and Q c K follows from the maximality of K. Note that 
K -x is not a maximal clique of G -x (for otherwise it would meet S), and so 
K -x extends into a maximal clique K’ of G -x, which must contain a vertex s’ 
of S with s’ E N’(x) (and in fact s’ E {y} U T). 
As in the proof of Theorem 2.4, we shall distinguish among the same three 
cases. 
Case 1: y has a neighbour in R. 
As in the proof of Case 1 of Theorem 2.4, we know that: p = 1; B; = {z}; y has 
no neighbour in T; G[N’(x)] h as only one big component C, with y E C, c { y} U 
R; and there is no edge between Q and C,. 
If s’ E T, then B, c N(s’). Since s’ E K’, we have Q c N(s’). Now the edge 
[s, s’] contradicts the fact that S is stable. So we may conclude that s’ = y. Since z 
is the only neighbour of y in N(x), it follows that K’ = {z, y}, and K = {x, z}. 
Since Q c K, we must have Q = 0. Now, T = 0 for otherwise T U {x} would be a 
homogeneous set. If BY is big then it is a homogeneous set of G (because x is the 
only vertex outside By that has some neighbour in By); if By has a unique vertex 
b, then b is no-mid in G (since N(b) = {x}). In both cases we have a 
contradiction. 
Case 2: y has no neighbour in R and a neighbour in T. 
As in the proof of Case 2 of Theorem 2.4, we know that: p = 1; B;‘= {z}; 
R = 0; G[N’(x)] h as only one big component C, with y E C,,; and there is no edge 
between Q and C,. 
Now, we consider the vertex s’. If s’ E T then the edge [s’, s] contradicts the 
fact that S is a stable set. So, we have s’ = y. It follows that Q = 0, because there 
is no edge between y and Q. Since t is the only nonneighbour of y in B1, we have 
z = s; and moreover S = { y, z} because {y, z} is a maximal stable set of G - x. 
Suppose T contains a nonneighbour t of y. Consider a vertex a E B, -N(Z). 
Any maximal clique of G -x that contains the edge [a, t] is not met by S, a 
contradiction. So y is adjacent to all vertices of T. If T is big, then T is a 
homogeneous set of G, contradicting Proposition 3.3; if T has just one vertex t 
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then t is no-end in G (because the only nonneighbour of t is x), contradicting 
Proposition 3.2. 
Case 3: y has no neighbour in R U T. 
In this case notice that N(y) c N(x). Therefore Case 3 is settled by the 
following Theorem 3.6, in which the existence of the vertex z is immaterial. 
Theorem 3.6. An MNSP graph G does not contain two non-adjacent vertices x, y 
such that x is no-mid in G - y and N(y) E N(x). 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. The proof begins in the same manner as that of Theorem 
3.4. We shall define the sets B1, . . . , B,, Q, S, K, K’, etc. as in Theorem 3.4. 
Note that (1) and (2) still hold. We shall not rely on (3) and (4). 
It is easy to see that Q c K and K fl S = 0 imply s 4 Q. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that s E B1, and consequently S n N(x) c B1. 
Therefore S - B, c {y} U T U R. 
The vertex s’ must be adjacent to the vertices of K II BI, and s’ is not adjacent 
to s E B1. By (l), it follows that s’ =y. 
Now we claim that there is no edge between B, and T. Otherwise, suppose that 
there exists a vertex t of T that is adjacent to some (and thus to all) vertices of B,. 
Clearly t $ S. Now we consider the clique {t} U (K II B,). Since S is a strong 
stable set of G -x, there must exist a vertex S” E S such that s” is adjacent to all 
vertices of the clique {t} U (K fl B,). If s” E B,, then the clique K n B, is not 
maximal in G[B,], a contradiction to the maximality of K. If s” $ B,, then s” has 
at least one neighbour in B, rl K and at least one nonneighbour in B, fl S, and so 
s” = y. But then the edge [s”, t] contradicts our assumption that N(y) c N(x). Our 
claim is justified. 
We now consider the stable set S’ = (S - B,) U {x}. We claim that S’ is a 
strong stable set of G. Let C be any maximal clique of G. If x E C, then C meets 
S’. If x 4 C, then C is a maximal clique of G -x, and thus it meets S. If C meets 
S - B, then C meets S’. If C meets S fl B,, then it follows that the vertex in 
C fl S rl B1 has no neighbour in N’(x), since s’ =y and there is no edge between 
B1 and T. Therefore C c N(x), and so x E C, a contradiction. 0 
So Case 3 of Theorem 3.4 is settled, and the theorem is proved. 0 
4. Open problems 
In the hypothesis of Theorems 2.4 and 3.4, every P4 of the form u1xu2u3 must 
have u3 =y, and every P4 of the form xv1v2v3 must have v, = z. Similarly, we 
could impose, for any fixed i, j with i, j E { 1, 2, 3}, the condition ui = y and V~ = z. 
Thus there are eight possible analogues of Theorem 2.4 and eight possible 
analogues of Theorem 3.4. In the case where z = vq, the MNPO graph in Fig. 3 is 
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Fig. 3. An MNPO graph. Vertex x is l-mid in G, and no-end in G - z (with z = uJ. 
a counter-example to three possible analogues of Theorem 2.4. However, the 
complement of this graph is perfectly orderable, and thus is not a counter- 
example to the case where y = ul. The remaining five cases for MNPO graphs are 
still open (see Table 1). For MNSP graphs, the eight other cases are still unsolved 
(see Table 2). 
Let G be a graph. Let IZ be the number of vertices of G, and let X(G) be the 
number of P4's in G. Theorem 2.3 suggests that the density of the P4's in an 
MNPO graph must be fairly high. In fact, we conjecture the following. 
Conjecture 1. If G is an MNPO graph then n(G) 3 n. 
Propositions 2.1, 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 imply that each vertex of an MNPO 
graph belongs to at least three P4's, and so we have the following lower bound for 
n(G). 
Table 1 
\IXK-I Y 
X 
I-I 
Theorem 3 False 
Y 2.4 - 
x 
I-l ? ? 
False 
Y 
I’ 1 ? 1 ? 1 False 
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Theorem 4.1. If G is an MNPO graph then JC(G) > tn. 
However, we cannot expect to prove the above conjecture by showing that, in 
an MNPO graph, every vertex must belong to four P4’s. Indeed, in the MNPO 
graph shown in Fig. 1, there exists a vertex that belongs to just three P4’s. 
Naturally, we can obtain the following analogue of Theorem 4.1 by using 
Propositions 3.1, 3.2 and Theorem 3.5. 
Theorem 4.3. Zf G is an MNSP graph then x(G) 2 an. 
Of course, we may formulate an analogue of the above conjecture by replacing 
‘MNPO’ with ‘MNSP’, as follows. 
Conjecture 2. If G is an MNSP graph then n(G) 2 n. 
At present, we do not know of any graph that is MNSP and not MNPO. If no 
such graph exists, then Conjecture 1 would imply Conjecture 2, and the results in 
Section 2 would imply the results in Section 3. 
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